The Lexicon Phenomena
THE NEW LEXICON PHENOMENA

FOREWORD

The Lexicon Phenomena test was presented at the M.A.E.S. convention in Atlantic City in 1977. It stunned the audience but no one believed what they saw. They said that the spectator was a confederate.

In Columbus, Ohio, a lady fainted while mentalist Bobby Hughes performed his expert presentation of the Lexicon Phenomena.

The system used in the LP test has already been applied to a number of foreign languages. One foreign power confiscated the LP and no doubt studied it as a possible weapon in espionage. Imagine two foreign agents communicating in code by the use of a dictionary and without knowing or coming near each other!

Take heed, Gentlemen, the Lexicon Phenomena is great. Do not undersell it and above all do not expose it.

It is the duty of every mentalist to entertain his audiences with baffling feats of deep mystery and the Lexicon Phenomena is a good start.

Best Wishes,

nts. l/l/kt
mns. r/t/kl
bk j/tf/kf

Many thanks, for their well wishes, advice and assistance in perfecting the Lexicon Phenomena, to: Ralph S. Athey, Larry Becker, Art Emerson, Karl Fulves, Mario Graziosi, Bobby Hughes and John Smetana and all the subscribers to the AME series for their kind comments.
THE NEW LEXICON PHENOMENA

COPYRIGHT by Al Mann Exclusives

Compliments and congratulations are in order for the buyer of this effect in his excellent choice of material. You have just bought a potent secret. A baffling brain buster. PLEASE KEEP IT A SECRET ****

You have received an ungimmicked dictionary, a book of power words titled "Enrich Your Word Power" and this book of instructions. Only the new buyer will know the secret, because only the owner will have the key to the mystery, which is the prompter list with the code numbers! The dictionary and the book of power words are useless without the 'key.'

THE EFFECT: One, two or three spectators are asked to secretly choose words from a book that contains thousands of words. They may take the book into another room, or into another city to choose their words. They need not write or repeat the words to anyone!

Immediately the mentalist divines one of the words, without anything being said by the spectators. The performer instructs the other two spectators to look up the meaning of the other two words in a dictionary in order to assist the performer is this most difficult test. The mentalist divines the words although nothing has been written or said and the performer has never approached the spectators. The mentalist has cautioned the spectators to keep a good distance away from him! all during the test.

Gentlemen, this is the strongest book test extant. The dictionary is totally ungimmicked and is not a specially printed dictionary. It is an ordinary dictionary that can be bought in stationery stores. As will be seen later, any other dictionary can be used in conjunction with the LP dictionary which means that the host or hostess can furnish their own dictionary to be used in the test.

THE SECRET OF SECRETS: Since nothing has been written or said, the mentalist has no way of telling what words have been secretly chosen BUT amazingly enough, the spectators themselves tell the mentalist what their choice was by unknowingly coding the words to the mentalist by a 'body language' that only the mentalist can interpret!

The performer therefor, must be in a position from
where he can see what the spectator is doing as he looks up the meaning of the word in the dictionary. Much depends on the performer's eye sight. 10 feet is a good distance to be away from the spectators but 30 feet or more is also possible.

In order to understand the method we must first get acquainted with the secret prompter list and its code numbers that only the performer knows about and your audience will never see as this list is hidden on your person.

Fig. 1 shows a small section of the prompter list.

![List Numbers](https://example.com/list_numbers.png)

The four-digit code numbers in your prompter list are the important ones. Code number 2343 will tell you that the spectators have secretly chosen the three words on line number 135 in the "Enrich Your Word Power" booklet.

The first person chose the word "divot" the second person chose "rattler" and the third person chose "vainglory."

Only the first two spectators need look up their chosen words as once the performer knows the correct first two words he will also know the third word!

The 'list' numbers that appear in the booklet are of no value to the mentalist and must be ignored in the presentation as the lines of words are repeated under different list numbers.

Each numbered line in the booklet has three or more words to it. Some lines have 4 words. In the presentation, the number of words per line is never mentioned. The spectators are instructed to think of the line and all the words on it only.

**THE CODE NUMBERS**: The first digit of the code number is all important. In Fig. 1, the first digit is a "2."

The first spectator codes this first digit to the performer (without knowing it, of course) as soon as he opens the dictionary to look up his word. In this case the performer notices that the spectator has opened the dictionary to section "2" (as will be explained shortly) and therefore the performer knows that the three words will appear in section "2" of the prompter list and immediately removes that section of the list from his pocket in the act of taking out a small writing pad to make notes.

**A TRIAL RUN**: Let's take a case in sample. We will use three spectators and designate them as No.1, 2 and 3. They have secretly chosen a line in the booklet and we do not know at this time what line they have chosen.
Performers informs spectator No. 3 that he already knows the word he chose as it came to him in a flash and that he will shortly tell him so please dismiss it out of his mind.

When spectator No. 1 is told to look up his word in the dictionary he will open up the book to one of the five sections as shown in the diagrams in Fig. 2.

Section 1: The bulk of the pages of the dictionary are to your left with only a few pages to the right (12 or less). The spectator is looking up his word in the first section of the dictionary. The diagrams are as seen by the performer.

Section 2: About 3/4 of the pages are to the left and 1/4 to the right.

Section 3: The pages are equally divided left and right at about the center of the book.

Section 4: 3/4 of the pages are to the right and 1/4 to the left.

Section 5. This is the opposite of Section 1, with the bulk of the pages to the right and just a few pages to the left. Here the first word is in the last section of the dictionary.

There is no way to mistake the various sections of the dictionary. They are very easy to spot as will be seen in actual practice.

All the words in the booklet have been chosen from the five sections of the LP dictionary, and can not be found in any other parts except in these sections as indicated in Fig. 2.
Spectator No. 1 has of course been instructed to think of only the first word in the line and spectator No. 2 to think of the second word, etc.

Let's assume that spectator No. 1 has opened the dictionary to section 4. Before he finds his word to read the definition, the performer already knows what section of the prompter list to take out of his pocket. In this case, the performer takes out section 4. This section has all the code numbers that start with 4 and are in the 4000 series. Performer opens his note pad and secretly jots down the digit "4."

GETTING THE SECOND DIGIT OF THE CODE NUMBER:

Fig. 3 shows a book opened to the center section so please disregard that as it has been drawn to designate the second digit only. When spectator number 1 finds his word, it will be in one of these four sections. Sections 1 and 2 are on the left hand column of the left hand page and section 3 and 4 are on the right hand column of the right hand page.

You will be able to tell where the spectator is reading the definition of his chosen word quite easily, but if there is doubt then the performer can resort to the following two ruses.

1. Mentalist Mario A. Graziosi of Mt. Ephraim, N.J. recommended the use of a six-inch red ruler. This is given to the spectator and is told to please place the ruler under the definition of the word and concentrate on it. About one inch of the ruler will stick out and give the exact cue.

   Book marks can also be used. When the book is closed the cue is quite clear.

2. Mentalist-author Larry Becker tells the spectator to draw an imaginary line under the word with his finger tip.

Let's assume that spectator No. 1 has found his word in section 3 of the page. Performer now writes the digit 3 to the right of the first digit 4 and he now has two digits, "43-". In order to complete the 4-digit code number the performer must get two more digits. These he will get in the same fashion as the first two, when spectator number 2 looks up the definition of his word.

Let's assume that spectator No. 2 opened the dictionary to section 1 and read the definition of his word in section 2 of the page. Performer now has the 4-digit code number of
"4312." Performer checks the section of the prompter list in his hands and reads next to 4312:
rein, amnesia, numerator

From there the performer can proceed as desired. He can tell the third spectator his word first, etc. Do not be surprised if someone starts a bonfire after that.

THE RECAP

1. Three spectators are asked to secretly choose one line of words.
2. Spectator #1 is told to look up his word. He opens the dictionary to section 4.
   
   performer writes down ------ Code No. 4
3. Spectator #1 reads the definition of his word in section 3 of the page
   
   performer writes down ------ 3
4. Spectator #2 opens the dictionary to section 1
   
   performer writes down ------ 1
5. Spectator #2 reads the definition of his word in section 2 of the page
   
   performer writes down ------ 2
6. The 4-digit code number is now complete. Performer refers to his prompter list to get the three chosen words.

PLEASE NOTE: Refer back to Fig. 3. This shows the dictionary as it is seen by the spectator. In order to get the correct code number the performer must judge the section of the page by looking from the opposite side. The spectator's upper-left is the performer's upper-right, etc.
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THE DICTIONARY

CAUTION: Do not use any other dictionary in place of the LP dictionary that came with this effect.


All the words in the "Enrich Your Word Power" booklet were taken out of the above mentioned dictionary. A great deal of work and experimentation was done over a number of years to perfect the effect. Much care was used to make sure as to the accuracy of the words. For example, care was used in selecting words whose definition did not spill over from one page to the other or from one column to the next so that the spectator when reading the definition of his chosen word need not turn the page or go from one column to the next.

If the reader uses any other dictionary that may resemble the LP dictionary he will fail badly occasionally, so why take a chance.

When another dictionary is used as explained later, it must be used in conjunction with the LP dictionary.

Dictionaries that look exactly like the LP dictionary and published by the same company but in a different year will cause failure since the contents of the dictionaries are changed with every new publication. The 1974 issue of the LP dictionary as mentioned above is different from the 1967, 1970 and 1971 issues of the World Publishing Co. which sold out to Collins in 1974, although they look exactly alike.

THE "ENRICH YOUR WORD POWER" BOOKLET

This booklet contains over 3600 words in 1200 lines. Each line contains 3 words or more. A few lines contain four words.

However, only the first 400 lines are original. These are the same 400 lines that were used in the original Lexicon Phenomena effect, except that a third word has been added to each line.

These original 400 lines have been repeated twice more in the booklet to make the 1200 lines but the repetitions have been disguised as follows:

Line No. 1 is repeated as lines Nos. 426 and 837
Line No. 2 " " " " 427 and 838
etc., etc.

Line No. 26 is also line No. 401 and 812
Line No. 27 is also line No. 402 and 813. etc.

All pages appear different to the unsuspecting eye. In order for the spectator to discover any duplication of lines he
THE "ENRICH YOUR WORD POWER" BOOKLET ....... cont. ....

would have to study the booklet at length. The performer must, of course, retrieve the valuable booklet when the effect is over and not leave it for minute inspection in the hands of the spectators. The effect is so strong, that no suspicion will be directed at either of the two books used or any of the procedure used in the presentation.

THE PROMPTER LIST

The prompter list contains only 400 lines and 400 code numbers. So no matter what line the spectators choose from the booklet, that line will appear in the prompter list but perhaps not with the same 'list' number.

You have received a number of copies of the prompter list in two sizes. Some buyers may have trouble reading the fine print so the prompter list is also sent to you in regular size letters.

World famous mentalist Ray Hafler of California, who is a pen pal of the author, and who was the very first person to buy the LP, has come up with what appears to be the very best way of utilizing the prompter list.

Ray and the author use the following system:
The prompter list is separated into five sections.
Section No.1 includes all the code numbers from 1111 to 1454
Section No. 2 ------ 2111 to 2454
Section No. 3 ------ 3111 to 3454,
Section No. 4 ------ 4111 to 4454
Section No. 5 ------ 5111 to 5454

Ray uses 5 leather card holders with note pads numbered from 1 to 5 and each containing a section of the prompter list respectively. These 5 card holders go into different pockets so that he can immediately reach for the correct section when the first spectator opens up the dictionary to look up the first word.

The author uses 5 inexpensive pocket note books of the spiral-binding kind which go into different pockets as follows:
Notebook No.1 goes into the right trouser's pocket
No. 2 " " left trouser's pocket
No. 3 " " right outside coat pocket
No. 4 " " left outside coat pocket
No. 5 goes into the shirt pocket or breast coat pocket.

As has been said before, the performer will have the correct note pad in hand before the first spectator has located his word!

NOTE: In your prompter list only, "lee" is the third word on line 63."laureate " is the 2nd word on line 170.
MIRACLES .......MIRACLES......MIRACLES

USING ANY OTHER DICTIONARY IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE LP DICTIONARY! !: It will probably never happen that anyone would challenge you to do the LP test with their own dictionary, unless that someone happen to be an envious magician, BUT to deepen the mystery and to cause plenty of after-talk you should suggest to the hostess to furnish her own dictionary for the test. Let's say that this has happened and that you are about to present the test. One or more spectators are asked to choose a line of words from the booklet. Then proceed as follows:

Tell the second person to look up the meaning of the second word in the 'strange dictionary!' Now it so happens that any word found, for example, in the first section of the LP dictionary will also be found in the first section of any other dictionary! but not necessarily in the same section of the page. However all the performer does here is to note in what section of the dictionary the spectator has found the word. Let's say that the spectator has opened the 'strange' dictionary to the third section, the center of the book.

In this case the performer writes down (secretly) the digit "3." This "3" will be used by the performer as the third digit of the 4-digit code number.

Next tell spectator No. 1 to look up his word, the first word, in the LP dictionary. From this spectator you will get the first two digits of the code number. Say that you got from the first spectator with the LP dictionary the digits "41." The performer now has the first three digits of the 4-digit code number AND THAT IS ALL HE NEEDS!!

The performer has the digits "341-." And he has also taken out of his right outside coat pocket the section of the prompter list that is hidden in the pocket notebook and which contains all the code numbers that start with the digit "3!"

Of course the performer knows where the second spectator found his word and the section of the page BUT he can not be sure of the 4th digit so he disregards it.

Looking at his prompter list the performer sees the following four lines which are all together and all start with the digits "341-.">

3411 221. jumbo, Amen-Ra, dormitory
3412 222. khan, amoeba, domesticity
3413 223. kibbutz, Apocrypha, coeval
3414 224. kibitzer, amendment, codex

Gentlemen, the above four lines as used in this example were picked at random and as you can see the 'pumping' needed to discover what line of words is the chosen one is quite easy.
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MIRACLES ........ cont. .......

The performer tells the first spectator that his word starts with the letter "k" and chances are he will say "Yes!" That will of course eliminate the first line "J411."

If by chance he had said no, then the performer knows that the chosen line is the first!

Let's assume that he said, "Yes." Next tell the second spectator that his word starts with the letter "a." He will have to say yes to that one. Next tell the third spectator that his word starts with the letter "c." Chances are he will say yes but if he says "no" then you know the chosen line is the second one, etc. and etc.

Amazingly enough, all the pumping and stalling makes the test appear genuine!

HOW TO DO THE TEST WITHOUT THE DICTIONARY OR WHILE THE SPECTATOR LOOKS UP HIS WORD IN ANOTHER ROOM!

Since the third spectator does not really have to look up his word because you already know it! you can do anything with him. He can be told to go into the next room and look up his word and read the definition silently and to tell you when he has finished and then you shout the word to him. This presentation can be and is a brain-buster!

Or he is simply told to just think of his word without looking up the meaning. This is done before the other two words are revealed.

When the third spectator looks up his word in another room be sure to use a "stranger" dictionary.

USING A TINY POCKET DICTIONARY: Let us suppose that someone offers a paperback or pocket dictionary. Let us further assume that the pocket dictionary is a very tiny one with only a small number of words in it. So much the better! And let's also suppose that the word the the second spectator is looking for in the tiny pocket dictionary IS NOT FOUND IN THE DICTIONARY! What then?

SO MUCH THE BETTER! EXCELLENT! CUANTO LE GUSTA! etc.

The spectator does not find his word in the tiny pocket dictionary BUT the performer saw exactly in what section of the book he was looking for his word! That is all the performer needs. That will give him the 3rd digit of the code number!!!

The performer can now make a big deal out of it. He can say, "Well, forget the dictionary. Just think of the word."

USING TWO STRANGER DICTIONARIES! If the host offers two of his dictionaries for the test, give these to spectators No. 2 and 3 and since there are no more dictionaries to go around, performer breaks out his own, the LP dictionary! to give to the first spectator!
At first glance, the new reader will surmise that the Lexicon Phenomena effect is limited to the close-up and drawing room presentation. The author had the same impression at first but to date the LP effect has been presented from the stage many times and in many ways. The author has presented the LP test from the stage in its entirety. However the author's favorite presentation is as follows:

Before the show approach three spectators, preferably some young and lovely ladies, and ask them if they would consent to take part in a unique test of thought transference. To date, no one has refused this interesting opportunity.

They are then told to choose one line of words secretly and to look up the words in the dictionary. They are to keep both books until after the test is completed from the stage. They are cautioned not to tell their words to anyone nor to write them down. They may however, make a small pencil mark next to the line in the booklet for quick reference if needed.

During the presentation, the performer never mentions the use of the dictionary nor the special booklet and he emphasizes the fact that the chosen words have not been written down or told to anyone and that the words only exist in the minds of the participants.

Many in the audience will not believe what they have just witnessed, so the performer can read more minds by saying, "Some of you are thinking that the persons taking part in this unique and difficult test are somehow in consort with me but I will assure you that they are not and if you wish I can repeat the test." etc. Quite often some spectators wish to see a repetition just to satisfy themselves and you can be sure that if the effect is repeated with the persons requesting it they will be the best advertisement for your talents.

Tips on Presentation

The excuse for having the words looked up in the dictionary are as follows: "I can assure you that I haven't the slightest idea what words you are thinking about. I can only discover your secret choice with your help. I beg you to assist me by looking up the meaning of the word in the dictionary so that I can get the gist of it."

Occasionally a person will say, "I already know the meaning of the word."

The performer replies, "I am sure that you do, but I do not. If you look up the meaning I can get some mental cues as to what the word is."

When the person looks up the word and after he has closed the dictionary, you may say, "That was quite clear. You see, that is a lot of help. I could tell the Greek root."
Always be sure that there is plenty of good light where the test is to be presented. The dictionary has some fine print that is hard to read. Always do the test with young people that will no doubt have good eye sight, or with a person wearing glasses. Be careful among groups that can not read. Some young people today do not know how to use a dictionary!

**THE PREDICTION:** The LP test can be performed like a prediction. Once the performer knows the words he can write them up secretly and place them inside a chest etc. with yesterday's date.

**THE MIRROR IMAGE:** Occasionally you will have someone challenge you by turning their backs or have you turn your back. This has already happened. In that case you will have to rely on a mirror reflection. The mirror image will come to you reversed. In the mirror it will appear like the person has opened the book to the first section when in reality the book is opened to the last or 5th section. If he is looking at his word in the upper left, it is really the upper right. The owner will have to practice to perfect this technique.

The new owner will have to perform the LP test a good dozen times before he becomes at ease with it and knows exactly how to proceed. The more the test is done the better it will appear to the public. It is best to do the test with a person that is sitting and facing you. A person that is standing usually turn their backs to you.

**BEWARE THE PIRATES**

Information has been received that a thief in Detroit is duplicating the LP and selling it for $20.00. The xerox copies are deplorable and it is a wonder that anyone buys them.

Only the following magic dealers are authorized to sell the Lexicon Phenomena: Micky Hades Int., Nelson Enterprises, Lee Jacobs, Bobby Hughes, Jeff Busby, O'Dowd Manufacturing and Magic Books by Post of England. If the printing looks blurred like a xerox copy you know it is a phoney.
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A HISTORY

"Do not build walls around yourself. Build bridges to your fellowman."

A. U.

The idea for the Lexicon Phenomena grew out of a simple book test done with a deck of cards. The spectator is asked to choose any card from the deck and to add a zero to its numerical value to arrive at a page number. The spectator next opens the book to that page and concentrates on the first word, sentence etc. The performer without knowing the page number chosen can divine the word.

The card could have been a force or the performer could easily tell what card was chosen, however by using only certain cards and eliminating others the performer could easily tell exactly where the book was opened to!

Eventually a list of words was substituted for the deck of cards and a two-digit code used. The spectator was given a choice of one in 20 words to look up in a dictionary or one in 20 pages to turn to. Telling a person which one of 20 words he is thinking of is a miracle in itself, however when a second word was added to each line and the spectator was told to look up two words instead of one, the dam broke and the spectator was deluged with choices. He now could choose any line of two words of 400 lines and a total of 800 words!

This idea was discussed with Richard Himber in the Essex House in NYC in early 1960 and he conceded that it was a great idea indeed. It was then only a thought. The tremendous amount of work involved in carefully choosing the words and making the code was not realized until the work on the idea was started in earnest in May 5th 1971. The whole concept was finally finished in rough copy in 1973.

John Smetana, banker and master magician who commands a high fee for his performances and is a member of the AME think tank, was the first to witness the presentation of the Lexicon Phenomena in rough. His very first words after seeing the effect were, "Don't sell it. It is too damn good."

However, in order to make one LP effect we were forced to make a number and keeping in mind the quotation at the head of this page, the Lex. Phen. was prepared for sale. This decision has never been regreted since the effect has met with great favor and the author has made some excellent friends all over the world.
In August of 1974, The Collins-World Publishing company was contacted for a deal on the dictionaries. The dictionaries were bought in September and received in October of 1974. The original list of words for the LP was based on the World Publishing company's 1970 copy of the dictionary which had now been bought by William Collins and republished. An examination of the new book revealed that the entire list of words had to be revised since the two dictionaries which look alike were very different.

The list of words and instructions were finally sent to the printers. Two separate printers in two states were used in order to protect the secret. By early 1975, the LP was ready and the ad was sent to the Linking Ring in April for publication in June, 1975. At the same time, the finished product was taken to Karl Fulves who was then editor of the Pallbearer's Review. Karl was the first to see the finished product and he immediately applauded the amazing concept and offered to review it.

Al Mann Dictionary Test: Al Mann has perfected a dictionary test that is one of the strongest and most direct I've seen. Spectator freely chooses two words and concentrates on them. No questions asked, and the performer never approaches the spectator, yet he immediately reveals the two chosen words. If you've seen the ad in LR, you can believe it.

Price $30. Order from Al Mann at 11 Woodstock Place, Freehold, N.J. 07728.

Karl Fulves Box 433 Teaneck, N.J. 07666-

(Above flyer was put out by Karl Fulves in May 1975)

On May 11th, 1975, a letter was received by the author from the advertising department of the Linking Ring saying that they could not publish the ad under the circumstances, etc.

At about the same time the above Fulves Flyer came out and west coast mentalist Ray Hafler ordered the LP on the strength of the ad. The following letters of correspondence are self explanatory.
Kenton, Ohio 43326
May 8, 1975

Al Mann
Box 144
Freehold, NJ
07728

Dear friend:

We had your full page ad scheduled for the JUNE issue.

There is no question about CLIP LINE.

However, the Lexicon Phenomena has raised a few questions.

First, - -it is claimed to be the 'Mental Bombshell for '75', yet it is claimed Richard Himber praised it 15 years ago. Where has it been for 15 years? Himber is dead - -and was a musician primarily. The implication is that it's a "new" effect in spite of the disclaimer in the 15 year old Himber quote. Also, $30 is a lot of potatoes today for a dictionary trick or test. We don't know - -it may be the greatest effect yet, but?

For the above reasons we are asking for a sample for John Braun's Review. If John can give it a good plug, we'll be glad to run the page ad in a future issue.

You wouldn't believe it, but we get all kinds of abuse when a member buys an effect out of the magazine and it is different than from what he believed it was advertised to do. Hence, we are careful when accepting effects like the one described in your ad. If it everything you state - -it is great and we want our members to have it. But, people in the production end of the IBM, such as myself, are neither great magicians or mentalists. We can only go on what we read.

So, please send a sample for John Braun's Review and after his review he will advise us if we should use the ad copy as submitted.

Sorry about the delay... if John says the effect is great you will get a double ad at no additional cost - -the one submitted plus a review in John's monthly column.

Magically yours,

[Signature]
Thomas M. Dowd
Advertising Manager, Linking Ring

Dear Mr. Dowd,

I am enclosing a xerox copy of a circular just put out by Karl Fulves, editor of the Pallbearers Review.

I did the Lexicon Phenomena test to Karl a few weeks ago after I had sent you the AD. He said it was great, and when I finally revealed the secret, he flipped since anyone can do it with a few seconds of study!

Mr. Fulves review is good enough for me. If you considered it sufficient then PLEASE RUN THE AD otherwise return my money and we'll remain friends.

HIMBER

I agree with you that the Himber reference looks incongruous. You say that Himber was primarily a musician. I knew him as the greatest inventor and manufacturer of brilliant magic and mental effects. He sold his effects through the "Gimacs Unlimited" outlet from the Essex House. His ads appeared for many years in the Genii until his death. Himber put out a dictionary trick in the late 50's called "For Professionals Only" and sold for $20. Only a handful of men could work that effect so it was properly named. I visited Himber at the Essex house for a number of years. I discussed the Lexicon Phenomena principle with him. At that time it was only an idea and I had not yet named it. It has been my exclusive property for all these years together with many other subtle secrets including one book test that I would have to sell for over $200.

I am very proud of the Himber reference BUT I WILL DELETE IT FROM THE AD since I agree with you that it is open to question. I named the effect the bombshell of 75 because I am just now releasing it.

I also agree with you in that Ads deceive readers, but THAT IS ONLY BECAUSE READERS GIVE THEIR OWN INTERPRETATION TO THE ADS. If they study the ad carefully and not expect to buy miracles for peanuts they would have nothing to complain about. I have never seen or heard a professional magician or mentalist complain about some effect he bought. ONE MAN'S FOOD IS ANOTHER'S POISON. When professional magician's like Himber, Fulves, Meyer, Smetana just to name a few praise my effects, I will not worry when an amateur does not recognize it.
Enclosed is a picture of Al Flosso, Dunninger and myself. This was the last picture taken of Joe. He was a showman right to the end and he loved to pose for pictures. It was taken on 12/22/74 at his home. Mrs. Dunninger and myself were the only ones at his bedside when he died on 3/9/75 at 12:30.

My stage name is Allemann.

Thank you for your letter and the fact is I am impressed that you think the ad sounds so incredible that you refuse to print it.

I will put out a "Challenge Super Clip Line" next which will be added to the original Clip Line effect. I will send a copy to John Braun when I submit the ad.

No hard feelings on my part if your final decision is not to print the ad for The Lexicon Phenomena.

P.S. Just received an order for the Lexicon Phenomena from Ray Hafler of California. He bought it just on the strength of the Fulves' Ad.

Al Mann's Book Test
I said in the last circular that the ad for this test had already appeared in Linking Ring. It didn't. They turned down the ad on the grounds that the trick was impossible and could not meet the conditions stated. After seeing how the trick was done, and entirely to their credit, they apologized and ran the ad. The only point I questioned Al Mann about was the price. His point—completely correct—is that at $30 the method is cheap for the working mentalist. My argument was that expensive manuscripts encourage one man to buy the trick, then xerox it and pass it around (as is the case, for example, with cardician-type manuscripts) and discriminate against the sincere but less-than-rich novice who might be able to put the trick to good use. You'll have to answer the question for yourself, but in the meantime, no more phone calls please asking how it's done.

The above ad appeared in Karl Fulves' Interlocutor for July 1st 1975.
International Brotherhood of Magicians
Through its official Publication "The Linking Ring" It Links the World

May 28, 1975

AL MANN Exclusives
Post Office Box 144
Freehold, NJ
07728

Dear Mr. Mann:

Appreciate your letter dated May 19th...
The full page ad will be in the July, 1975 issue to
be mailed on or about June 26, 1975.

I thot your letter was a bit on the defensive side, and
I did not mean to place you in that position. We never
'refused' to publish the ad...it is only that to us
you are a new advertiser and we want to make certain.
That works both ways -- protects you and the magazine.
You have no idea how many 'miracles' people want to
offer to the magic profession...a few slip by and do
get into the magazine...result is that we constantly
'run scared'. I suppose in retrospect what really raised
the big question was the 'bombshell of 75' coupled with
the Himber testimonial.

We recall Himber quite well...he advertised in this
magazine under the 'Gimacs Unlimited' name for many years.
And he did produce some outstanding material...and a very
few 'duds'. He was one of the last of the great 'characters'
of the magic world...and a pretty fair musician!

So, we are in agreement on most points.

Hope the ad will draw some interest from our members.

Magically yours,

For The Linking Ring.

PS: Now that it is all over, you may like to know that
you fooled some of the 'insiders' as well as this writer, as
I submitted the copy to several who claim to 'know' magic, and
they wondered...so, I agree --- The Lexicon Phenom is GREAT.
THE LEXICON PHENOMENA
An AL MANN Exclusive

THIS IS THE MENTAL BOMBSHELL FOR '75

Effect: Spectators look up the meaning of their freely chosen words in a dictionary. The performer who is several feet away devines the words!

The principle is new! It eclipses all other Dictionary or book tests! The effect may be repeated hundreds of times, each time with different words! The spectators have a free and secret choice of hundreds of words!

NOTHING IS USED BUT THE DICTIONARY AND THE MIND.

The performer DOES NOT KNOW WHAT WORD OR WHAT PAGE THE SPECTATORS HAVE CHOSEN UNTIL THE END when the words are revealed.

The spectators need not write anything down. The spectators say nothing. They do not point to the word or underline or circle it. All they do is read it and think! The performer does not touch the dictionary or come near the spectators until the effect is over!

This is not the first-word-on-the-page effect. Nor the margin word. Nor the count-to-the-word gimmick. Nor the add-the-numbers-on-the-page ruse. The spectators do not use mathematics to arrive at their word.

Here is the Bombshell! The entire contents of the dictionary from the first page to the last is entirely ungimmicked. Once you know the secret you can use any dictionary as it comes from the printers, or the thesaurus.

This is a one-man effect that uses no confederates. You will be the only one who knows the secret.

NOT SOLD THROUGH DEALERS. BY DIRECT MAIL ONLY.

Here is what one man said about the Lexicon Phenomena.

"Al, You have just walked in with the greatest idea of all."

Richard Himber, Essex House, 1900

postpaid — $30.00
THE LEXICON PHENOMENA
AN AL MANN EXCLUSIVE

EFFECT: Spectators look up the meaning of their freely chosen words in a dictionary. The performer who is several feet away divines the words!

Listen to the words of the Masters:

"Lexicon Phenomena is the greatest book test I’ve ever seen. Worth more than $30." The Astonishing Neaf, Pa.

"Diabolically clever. Congrats on a great mental effect." Bob Lynn, publisher of Invocation, Waldwick, N. J.

"— a dictionary test that is one of the strongest and most direct I’ve ever seen — no more phone calls please asking how it’s done." Karl Fulves, editor of Pallbearers Review.

"It is Great."

"I cannot remember when I have been so intrigued with a method — which has overtones of the miraculous." W. Gerald Fulton, Ontario, Canada.

"L. P. beats all the mental feats. It is really a bombshell." Tony Fernandes, Hollywood, Ca.

"I must congratulate you on your L. P. It’s terrific. Should be sold for $100 and not $30." Richard Lyn, Ontario, Canada.

"I can’t believe I have such a powerful weapon in my arsenal of mental effects." M. Graziosi, Mt. Etna, N. J.

"Indeed it is a very good effect. I will apply the principle to a Flemish dictionary." Roger Misslem, Belgium

"Your material is fantastic! Out of this world! I have experienced much pleasure, thrills and mystery from the Lex. Phen." Ralph La Barre, Syracuse, N. Y.

"Thank you very much indeed for the L. P. It’s very, very Good! I am so glad for it and right now I am working with a Swedish version." Ulf Morling, Sweden.

"It is great and you are to be commended for putting the L. P. on the market." Micky Mades, Alberta, Canada.

"The Lexicon Phenomena is just fantastic. Leaves them gasping." L. Caltagirone, Jr., Villa Park, Ill.

The Lexicon Phenomena is a one person presentation. (see the ad in the July 1975 issue of the Linking Ring). The spectators need not write anything or say anything. All they do is read and think. By direct mail only ......................... $30.00 p.p.

AL MANN EXCLUSIVES
P. O. Box 144, Freehold, N. J. 07728

July, 1976

THE ACCOLADE ! ! !

Enjoy, [Signature]
THE NEW LEXICON PHENOMENA

APPENDIX

The Lexicon Phenomena method has already been adopted to several languages.

Master magician and hypnotist P. Christophersen from Buenos Aires, Argentina is using a Spanish version of the LP and has graciously sent a copy to the AME offices complete with prompter list.

Please note that in order to use a different language dictionary with the LP method, the operator has to collect an entirely new different list of words totally different from the English list of words. So do not attempt to use a foreign language dictionary in conjunction with the LP dictionary because it will not work.

HOWEVER the following super test is possible. Assume that you have two different language dictionaries complete with their own list of words and prompter lists. Have two persons decide on a number from 1 to 400 or 1200 whatever and instruct one to look up the first word in his dictionary and the other to look up the second word of the chosen line in his dictionary. The performer can then easily divine both words assuming that he has secreted copies of both prompter lists that he can consult. Both spectators are of course looking at their own "Enrich Your Word Power" lists corresponding to the language of the dictionaries in use. The mystery is deepen when it is noted that the chosen lines contain totally different words. The performer can instantly divine other words of the same line!

Roger Missiaen from Belgium is working with a Flemish version of the LP and Ulf Morling from Sweden is using a Swedish version.

If someone prepares the test for use with the International language "Esperanto" please send us a copy so we can take on all challengers.

Best Wishes,
IT PAYS TO ENRICH YOUR WORD POWER

By Peter Funk
It Pays to Enrich Your Word Power

BY PETER FUNK

These words come from current reviews of movies, theater, dance, books and music. If some of the words are new to you, take one or two each day and use them. A lawyer gave me the secret of his rich vocabulary: "I deliberately overuse a word for a few days, and that helps me to remember it."
101. entangle, aborigines, grim
102. dentine, achieve, flamingo
103. despoil, acute, eradicable
104. despot, account, equipoise
105. diathermy, desideratum, en
106. distaste, despondency, era
107. distemper, digest, drachma
108. distend, discourage, draft
109. distill, lightly, cynicism
110. dogmatism, liability, czar
111. dogwood, lese, majesty, cub
112. Cupid, lissome, bushmaster
113. dovecote, rim, bushwhacker
114. dowager, roofing, blandish
115. dowel, rococo, biennial
116. drift, rouse, bigot, bier
117. duke, wingspread, asbestos
118. dulcet, upend, ascension
119. dulcimer, wolfhound, ashen
120. dullard, whence, asphyxiate
121. demitasse, accountant, ark
122. demobilize, adjudge, argot
123. derivation, actualize, zoo
124. drastic, aesthetic, Zillion
125. devoid, deformity, Yahweh
126. devote, delection, wrath
127. devotee, demise, worship
128. digit, dubious, wizardry
129. digitalis, lovesick, vying
130. disciplinarian, lozenge, re
131. disclaim, luxurious, visor
132. disclose, lathe, visitant
133. displacement, ramekin, vie
134. disport, rangy, uttermost
135. divot, rattler, vainglory
136. dory, razz, valet
137. dossier, uncouth, validate
138. draper, vise, uproarious
139. draught, unerring, upsilon
140. drastic, untutored, undue
141. demote, accrue, turbulent
142. empress, alma-mater, tunic
143. descry, actually, truculent
144. desecrate, aerosol, suture
145. desegregate, demure, survey
146. diagnosis, dentition, stun
147. dilute, derivative, stride
148. dimension, enmesh, realism
149. discourteous, lists, realm
150. eardrum, jag, rebellious

151. dissect, ladyship, rebound
152. dissemble, leatherneck, fa
153. diagonal, rabbi, rearmost
154. docket, racket, rationale
155. doctorate, raillery, rasp
156. doctrinaire, rally, ratic
157. dry, unicorn, quintuple
158. dread, xylem, querulous
159. dreadful, wrapping, quill
160. dreadnaught, unusual, pun
161. irksome, affair, pulmotor
162. jack, abroad, pulchritude
163. jackel, advise, puncheon
164. jackdaw, aeroplane, pulp
165. Jimmy, demurage, overrule
166. jingle, denture, outflank
167. jumper, divulge, ornament
168. laminate, disrupt, oriole
169. lampoon, jingo, nuisance
170. knowhow, laureate, nugget
171. lattice, linseywoolsey, mi
172. leucocyte, lisp, nursery
173. listless, rambler, nozzle
174. litany, quartz, nocturnal
175. literacy, ratty, mnemonic
176. literal, ram, missilery
177. loganberry, woodwind, mod
178. macabre, wig, miniaturize
179. manage, winding, lustrous
180. maneuver, wan, lugubrious
181. kiloliter, alliterate, ti
182. kilowatt, antipathy, luff
183. kilt, amazement, liturgy
184. kilter, airborne, lingual
185. kimonos, denature, limbo
186. labiate, dovetail, joiner
187. landlubber, edible, joust
188. laurel, effeminate, Jason
189. lava, jinn, irresponsible
190. lavalier, jalopy, isotope
191. leeway, jest, isolation
192. lexicon, interstate, Isis
193. liable, reckless, intrude
194. Lilliputian, reactor, sol
195. lilt, receipt, intuition
196. lumber, razor, inveterate
197. machination, watermark, do
198. majordomo, wattage, inter
199. manifest, whiting, intern
200. irrelevant, vary, humdrum
201. judicature, arthritis, hue
202. knight-errant, abridge, lag
203. knightly, ambassador, husk
204. laggard, allied, homonym
205. league, documentary, grenade
206. leprocy, dejected, gregarious
207. lesion, edict, gregarious
208. linotype, effectual, grim
209. linseed, irk, fusilade
210. lint, jai'la', fraudulent
211. involute, jester, frugal
212. luxuriate, jigger, format
213. magnetite, reply, excerpt
214. magneto, reconnaissance, He
215. magnificence, redress, err
216. magnifico, raze, expedient
217. mammon, virginity, exploit
218. mammoth, wardroom, ethical
219. manacle, wasteful, drama
220. marathon, unholy, dramatic
221. jumbo, Amen-Ra, dormitory
222. khan, amoeba, domesticity
223. kibbutz, Apocrypha, coeval
224. kibitzer, amendment, codex
225. kibosh, defray, coeducation
226. lament, dele, coincidence
227. lather, edifice, bumptious
228. latitude, elf, bounteous
229. leathery, ironclad, bovine
230. letterhead, jaguar, bountiful
231. list, Jesuit, asymmetry
232. lodger, jigger, astronomy
233. lodging, recite, cosmopolitan
234. lyricist, reconnoiter, apt
235. mandible, redskin, ascribe
236. mandolin, reciprocate, ark
237. mandrake, virginal, zenith
238. mandrill, wardship, zither
239. knotty, wasteland, Zionism
240. marinate, weedy, wrongful
241. reckon, antibiotic, yacht
242. referendum, amok, yardarm
243. relay, apogee, whipoorwill
244. replica, androgen, wayward
245. responsive, deft, weaning
246. revivalist, despond, wharf
247. revoke, edify, warrantor
248. rile, elegy, waif, vulgar
249. rill, jumpy, vulgarian
250. rusk, jocular, vulnerable
251. route, jet, vivacious
252. rove, jig, vitiate, vivify
253. rusk, rime, utterance
254. russet, reproach, Valhalla
255. sartorial, resolve, ulster
256. sash, reciprocity, twister
257. sashay, virtu, tympanum
258. scarab, vise, tumbledown
259. scow, villainous, trolley
260. scowl, waltz, sustenance
261. refrain, archaeology, sty
262. relinquish, amnesty, stunt
263. reliquary, Apollo, stupefy
264. relish, andante, stunning
265. reprisal, den, retaliate
266. rhapsody, diatonic, retard
267. rhea, edit, resurrection
268. rheostat, empress, retina
269. rhesus, junction, quaver
270. reprimand, jocund, queasy
271. rook, judicatory, quibble
272. rookery, jabber, quatrains
273. rookie, salary, pulmonary
274. rubble, restrict, pulsar
275. sabot, revenge, pulverize
276. sabotage, relax, pugilism
277. satrap, UNICEF, neophyte
278. shad, veterinary, Neptune
279. ranger, unseemly, network
280. scranty, violist, nestling
281. reign, attribute, nautilus
282. rein, amnesia, numerator
283. resolution, arrant, muck
284. reveille, apotheosis, muff
285. revel, dialect, mortician
286. sagacious, dioxide, morgue
287. sage, electron, mortuary
288. Sagittarius, empower, moss
289. sahib, loving cup, monger
290. sanitize, kaiser, monetary
291. sanity, judicial, legation
292. sans, jumble, legioniare
293. scallion, scarce, lavender
294. scorbutic, rip cord, largo
295. scorch, repaid, lascivious
296. senna, recital, kingfisher
297. shun, unwary, kindergarten
298. shunt, unity, kitchenware
299. simian, unseat, journailese
300. simile, V.I.P., Jeopardize
301. rural, apparent, jardiniere
302. ruse, applicable, jamboree
303. salamander, array, jerk
304. sarcophagus, apparatus, jar
305. sardonic, dissidence, jaunt
306. sari, disfigure, jasper
307. sarong, display, indigenous
308. scapula, duchess, inductee
309. scapular, kid, indoctrinate
310. scourge, kale, industrial
311. seismic, judiciary, indorse
312. seismograph, lyricism, hoax
313. seismology, refine, honeyed
314. seize, refractory, homicide
315. sensuous, reimburse, homage
316. qualm, referee, histrionics
317. shebang, ultraviolet, graft
318. rakish, veteran, gradation
319. sibyl, unaware, goalkeeper
320. simulcast, violoncello, gar
321. uncouple, apparition, glair
322. unicorn, antipasto, goblin
323. unicameral, arabesque, feud
324. unwaried, apparel, fetishism
325. unveil, dreary, fingerprint
326. utter, disgrace, financier
327. vassal, dose, firmament
328. vesicle, empirium, Etruscan
329. vertigo, log, euphonious
330. vertiginous, infirmary, eta
331. virile, keratin, etiquette
332. vortex, lyric, excruciating
333. voracious, scarcity, excess
334. voodoo, saturate, dronedary
335. wangle, pseudonym, doxology
336. wane, prose, dramaturgy
337. wander, umbel, domesticate
338. whorl, veiled, domineering
339. woody, unaware, costumer
340. yore, untoward, countenance
341. upbraid, archaic, catillion
342. warder, appliance, coquette
343. vagary,antarctic, cormorant
344. vagabond, arcane, buttress
345. vehement, duckbill, bushing
346. veil, disgorge, brotherhood
347. vetch, drape, blameworthy
348. veterinarian, effective, ye
349. veto, lamblack, aristocrat
350. viscount, leeward, Argonaut
351. viscous, kerchief, aromatic
352. waddle, jiffy, armadillo
353. wade, release, appointment
354. wardrobe, scenery, appraise
355. ware, renunciation, aquatic
356. warfare, relativity, apathy
357. warhead, umber, warmonger
358. Whig, vehicle, wainwright
359. wield, unbalanced, vulpine
360. wiener, uncompromising, wag
361. vine, appeal, vulgarize
362. volatilize, applicant, waft
363. vim, aqualine, visitation
364. vindicate, arcade, vitality
365. vindictive, duckling, vista
366. voile, egoism, unmentioned
367. wastrel, edging, umbilicus
368. wheel, earl, umbrage, toxic
369. windjammer, maneater, udder
370. windlass, manicure, twinkle
371. wolfram, kernel, tremendous
372. wolverine, lira, tributary
373. wrapper, seance, transitory
374. wrath, secede, transaction
375. wreak, roughneck, surrogate
376. wreath, replenish, superior
377. yen, unconstitutional, Styx
378. yeoman, undercoat, sturgeon
379. wolves, unbecoming, stratus
380. zoophyte, unconcerned, wake
381. virago, archangel, republic
382. voluptuary, antimony, resin
383. voluptuous, aqueous, repute
384. wampum, alleviate, rescind
385. walrus, earmark, resilient
386. wand, ego, questionable
387. Wedgwood, edgy, quadruped
388. wedlock, eaglet, putter
389. wee, know-how, providence
390. whoop, manifestation, prop
391. whopper, magnetize, promote
392. winery, love seat, offering
393. Winesap, reckoning, offhand
394. woodbine, secant, officiate
395. woodchuck, roughshod, Norse
396. woodcock, repine, normalize
397. wright, uncounted, nonesuch
398. wrinkle, undercurrent, neon
399. yoke, unequivocal, Morpheus
400. yokel, untruth, monasticism
"ENRICH YOUR WORD POWER"

01. affront, denude, refurbish
02. adjust, devolve, urbanize
03. adjure, demulcent, recoup
04. acetylene, latterly, vicar
05. adjudicate, litter, wizard
06. affluent, loch, vista, tee
07. affluence, loft, telepathy
08. abrest, replete, cicatrix
09. a-la-king, reproat, claw
10. alabaster, resolute, codex
11. alak, rigmarole, coherant
12. acetate, writ, flammable
13. abscess, wattle, rotatory
14. a-la-carte, volatile, urea
15. applause, viper, genuflect
16. acclimate, anemia, fillip
17. acclimatize, antiphon, aseptic
18. actuary, apocryphal, aspen
19. acumen, appall, calcimine
20. allocution, discretion, cam
21. alkaloid, devotion, remedy
22. Amazon, diagram, garrulous
23. amber, liter, guillotine
24. ambergris, loll, aldehyde
25. abode, abolish, wrest
26. addressee, abrupt, viscid
27. allocatable, accessory, yap
28. accoutrement, addle, monarchy
29. accretion, diminuendo, yak
30. adduce, easterly, vital
31. affable, disciple, toll
32. allocate, discourse, retch
33. alliteration, levee, pithy
34. airdrome, liaison, homily
35. aesthetic, leprechaun, hop
36. adenoid, lettered, bizarre
37. aboriginal, rollick, chasm
38. accouterments, rook, chute
39. allocut, reveille, tate
40. allot, revile, touchstone
41. amenity, Virgo, succulent
42. Airedale, Vishnu, siphon
43. amends, void, succor
44. anecdote, volute, finesse
45. abrogate, abominable, cynic
46. ache, Absalom, chemurgy
47. adjunct, alkaloid, eremite
48. affray, alliance, contrive
49. alacrity, desicate, indigo
50. alabaster, resolute, codex
51. act, alliance, contrive
52. affray, alliance, contrive
53. alacrity, desicate, indigo
54. abject, abominable, cynic
55. ache, Absalom, chemurgy
56. adjunct, alkaloid, eremite
57. affray, alliance, contrive
58. alacrity, desicate, indigo
59. act, alliance, contrive
60. affray, alliance, contrive
61. alacrity, desicate, indigo
62. act, alliance, contrive
63. affray, alliance, contrive
64. alacrity, desicate, indigo
65. act, alliance, contrive
66. affray, alliance, contrive
67. alacrity, desicate, indigo
601. lament, dele, coincidence
602. lather, edifice, bumptious
603. latitude, elf, bounteous
604. leathery, irascible, bovine
605. letterhead, jaguar, bounty
606. list, Jesuit, asymmetry
607. lodger, jigger, astronomy
608. lodging, recite, astronaut
609. lyricist, reconnoiter, apt
610. mandible, redskin, ascribe
611. mandolin, reciprocate, ark
612. mandrake, virginal, zenith
613. mandrill, wardship, zither
614. knotty, wasteland, Zionism
615. marinate, weedy, weighing
616. reckon, antibiotic, yacht
617. referendums, amok, yardarm
618. recall, apogee, whipoorwill
619. replica, androgynous, wayward
620. responsive, deft, weaning
621. revivalist, despond, wharf
622. revoke, edify, warrantor
623. rile, elicit, waif, vulgar
624. rill, jumpy, vulgarian
625. rusk, jocular, vulnerable
626. judicature, arthritis, hue
627. knight-errant, ambidextrous, haq
628. knightly, ambassador, husk
629. laggard, allied, homonym
630. league, documentary, graze
631. leprocy, edict, gregarious
632. linotype, effectual, grim
633. linseed, irk, fusilade
634. lint, salvia, fraudulent
635. involute, jester, vulgar
636. luxuriate, jiggle, format
637. magnetite, reply, excerpt
638. magneto, reconnaissance, He
639. magnificence, redress, err
640. magnifico, raze, expedient
641. mammon, virginity, exploit
642. mammoth, wardroom, ethical
643. manacle, wasteful, drama
644. marathon, unholy, dramatic
645. jumbo, Amen-Ra, dormitory
646. khan, amoeba, domesticity
647. kibbutz, Apocrifha, coeval
648. kibitzer, amendment, codex
649. kibosh, defray, coeducation
650. sabotage, relax, pugilism
651. satrap, UNICEF, neophyte
652. shad, veterinary, Neptune
653. ranger, unseemly, network
654. scrawny, violist, nestling
655. reign, attribute, nautilus
656. rein, amnesia, numerator
657. resolution, arrant, muck
658. reveal, dialect, mortician
659. sagacious, dioptre, morgue
660. sage, electron, mortuary
661. Sagittarius, empower, moss
662. sahib, loving cup, moniker
663. sanitize, kaiser, monetary
664. sanity, judicial, legation
665. sans, jubilee, legionario
666. scallion, scarce, lavender
667. scorbutic, rip cord, largo
668. search, repaid, lascivious
669. senna, recital, kingfisher
670. shun, unwary, kindergarten
671. shunt, unity, kitchenware
672. simian, unseat, jaunmose
673. simile, V.I.P., Jeopardize
674. route, jet, vivacious
675. rove, jig, vitiate, vivify
676. rusk, rime, utterance
677. russet, reproach, Valhalla
678. sartorial, resolve, ulster
679. sash, reciprocity, twister
680. sashay, virtu, tympanum
681. scarab, vise, tumbledown
682. scow, villainous, trolley
683. scowl, waltz, sustenance
684. refrain, archaeology, sty
685. relinquish, amnesty, stunt
686. reliquary, Apollo, stupefy
687. relish, andante, stunning
688. reprisal, den, retaliator
689. rhapsody, diatonic, retard
690. rhea, edit, resurrection
691. rheostat, empress, retina
692. rhesus, junction, quaver
693. reprimand, jocund, queasy
694. rook, judicatory, quibble
695. rookery, jabber, quatrain
696. rookie, salary, pulmonary
697. rubble, restrict, pulsar
701. utter, disgrace, financier
702. vassal, dose, firmament
703. vesicle, emporium, Etruscan
704. vertigo, log, euphonious
705. vertiginous, infirmary, eta
706. virile, keratin, etiquette
707. vortex, lyric, excruciating
708. voracious, scarcity, excess
709. voodoo, saturate, dramedary
710. wangle, pseudonym, daxology
711. wane, prose, dramaturgy
712. wander, umbel, domesticate
713. whorl, veiled, domineering
714. woodsry, unaware, costumer
715. yore, untoward, countenance
716. upbraid, archaic, cotillion
717. warder, appliance, coquette
718. vagary, antartic, cornorant
719. vagabond, arcane, buttress
720. vehement, duckbill, bushing
721. veil, disgorging, brotherhood
722. vetch, drupe, blameworthy
723. veterinarian, effective, ye
724. veto, lambblack, aristocrat
725. viscount, leeward, Argonaut
726. rural, apparent, jardinerie
727. ruse, applicable, jamboree
728. salamander, array, jeremiad
729. sarcophagus, apparatus, jar
730. sardonic, dissidence, jaunt
731. sari, disfigure, jasper
732. sarong, display, indegenous
733. scapula, duchess, inductee
734. scapular, kid, indocrinate
735. scourage, kale, industrial
736. seismic, judiciary, indorse
737. seismograph, lyricism, hoax
738. seismology, refine, honeyed
739. seize, refractory, homicide
740. sensuous, reimburse, homage
741. qualm, referee, histronics
742. shebang, ultraviolet, graft
743. rakish, veteran, gradation
744. sibyl, unaware, goalkeeper
745. simulcast, violoncello, gar
746. uncouple, apparition, glair
747. unicorn, antipasto, glazin
748. unicameral, arabesque, feud
749. unwary, apparel, fetishism
750. unveil, dreary, fingerprint
751. wreath, replenish, superior
752. yen, unconstitutional, Styx
753. yeoman, undercoat, sturgeon
754. wolves, unbecoming, stratus
755. zoophyte, unencumbered, wake
756. virago, archangel, republic
757. voluptuary, antimony, resin
758. voluptuous, aqueous, repute
759. wampum, alleviate, rescind
760. walrus, earmark, resilient
761. wand, ego, questionable
762. Wedgwood, edgy, quadruped
763. wedlock, eaglet, puffer
764. wee, know-how, providence
765. whoop, manifestation, prop
766. whopper, magnetize, promote
767. winery, love seat, offering
768. Winesap, reckoning, offhand
769. woodbine, secant, officiate
770. woodchuck, roughshod, Norse
771. woodcock, repine, normalize
772. wright, uncouneted, noneuch
773. wrinkle, undercurrent, neon
774. yoke, unequivocal, Morphus
775. yokel, untruth, monasticism
776. viscous, kerchief, aromatic
777. waddle, jiffy, armadillo
778. wade, release, appointment
779. wardrobe, scenery, appraise
780. ware, renunciation, aquatic
781. warfare, relativity, apathy
782. warhead, umber, warmonger
783. Whig, vehicle, wainwright
784. wield, unbalanced, vulpine
785. wiener, uncompromising, wag
786. vine, appeal, vulgarize
787. volatilize, applicant, waft
788. vim, aqualine, visitation
789. vindicate, arcade, vitality
790. vindicative, duckling, vista
791. voile, egoism, unmentioned
792. wastrel, edging, umbilicus
793. wheel, earl, umbrage, toxic
794. windjammer, maneater,udder
795. windlass, manicure, twinkle
796. wolfram, kernel, tremendous
797. wolven, lira, tributary
798. wrapper, seance, transitory
799. wrath, secede, transaction
800. wreak, roughneck, surrogate
801. accredit, reveille, tote
802. allot, revile, touchstone
803. amenity, Virgo, succulent
804. Airedale, Vishnu, siphon
805. amends, void, succor
806. anecdote, volute, finesse
807. accretion, diminutive, Yah
808. achene, Absalom, chemurgy
809. adjunct, alkaloid, eremite
810. affray, alliance, contrive
811. alacrity, desicate, indigo
812. affront, denude, refurbish
813. adjust, devolve, urbanize
814. adjure, demulcent, recoup
815. acetylene, latterly, vicar
816. adjudicate, Ii, Ii, wizard
817. affluent, loch, vista, tee
818. affluence, loft, telepathy
819. abort, replete, cicatrix
820. a-la-king, reprobate, claw
821. alabaster, resolute, codex
822. alak, rigmarole, coherant
823. acetate, writ, flammable
824. obscess, wattle, rotatory
825. a-la-carte, volatile, urea
826. applause, viper, genuflect
827. acclimate, anemia, fillip
828. acclaim, antiphon, aseptic
829. actuary, apocryphal, aspen
830. acumen, appall, calcimine
831. advert, discreet, camisole
832. agronomy, destination, cam
833. alkaloid, devotion, remedy
834. Amazon, diagram, garrulous
835. amber, liter, guillotine
836. ambergris, loll, aldehyde
837. abode, abolish, wrest
838. address, abrupt, viscid
839. abominable, accessory, yap
840. accouter, addle, monarchy
841. accretion, diminuendo, yok
842. adduce, easterly, vital
843. affable, disciple, toll
844. allocate, discourse, retch
845. alliteration, levee, pithy
846. airdrome, liaison, homily
847. aesthetic, leprechaun, hop
848. adenoid, lettered, bizarre
849. aboriginal, rollick, chasm
850. accouterments, rook, chute
851. assimilate, doctrine, serge
852. assistant, egocentric, visa
853. accordion, dorsal, whiplash
854. attire, duchy, whirlwind
855. avocation, lofty, tolerable
856. avoidusains, lilac, timpani
857. avow, lintel, symmetry
858. baffle, lodge, syllabicate
859. bagatelle, revive, sybarite
860. banner, sable, rotisserie
861. banish, revelation, rotter
862. bantam, revise, rotonda
863. bassinet, waterlogged, mid
864. basso, Zealous, midships
865. bassoon, weatherglass, mill
866. bast, woodcut, ministration
867. diminish, adenoids, lucre
868. diminutive, affliction, lob
869. dimple, agreement, lumbago
870. discredit, aerospace, lunar
871. discrepancy, defraud, lurid
872. discretion, delectable, lop
873. dissenion, demilitarize, la
874. dissent, demoralize, jollity
875. dissertation, lamina, joist
876. disservice, marmoset, imply
877. document, mausser, inflict
878. dodder, lamentable, hospice
879. dredge, sassafras, infringe
880. dregs, rubberize, heckle
881. ductile, roulette, helical
882. earnest, roustabout, grace
883. effervesce, utter, havoc
884. effete, veiled, haunting
885. efficacious, vanity, graze
886. effigy, varsity, grayling
887. ambidextrous, luxuriant, id
888. ambient, maiden, ballerina
889. anarchism, routine, embark
890. anarchist, rubbish, former
891. anarchy, Sanskrit, formless
892. anathema, rupture, limpid
893. anatomize, wanderlust, lobe
894. antagonist, xylophone, lop
895. ante, urine, lob, lordly
896. antebellum, Yom Kippur, lag
897. arcanum, abolition, putrid
898. arbuteus, acetone, quadrant
899. arteriosclerosis, actuate, lee
900. artery, additive, quadrate

"ENRICH YOUR WORD POWER"
901. dowel, rococo, biennial
902. drift, rouse, bigot, bier
903. duke, wingspread, asbestos
904. dulcet, upend, ascension
905. dulcimer, wolfhound, ashen
906. dillard, whence, asphyxiate
907. demitasse, accountant, ark
908. demobilize, adjudge, argot
909. derivation, actualize, zoo
910. drastic, aesthete, Zillion
911. devoid, deformity, Yahweh
912. devote, delection, wroth
913. devotee, demise, worship
914. digit, dubious, wizardry
915. digitalis, lovesick, vying
916. disciplinarian, lozenge, re
917. disclaim, luxurious, visor
918. disclose, lathe, visitant
919. displacement, ramekin, vie
920. disport, rangy, uttermost
921. divot, rattler, vainglory
922. dory, razz, valet
923. dossier, uncouth, validate
924. draper, vise, upprarious
925. draught, unerring, upslon
926. drastic, untutored, undue
927. denote, accrue, denature
928. empress, alma-mater, tunic
929. descry, actually, truculent
930. desecrate, aerosol, suture
931. desegregate, demure, survey
932. diagnosis, dentition, stun
933. dilute, derivative, stride
934. dimension, enmesh, realism
935. discourteous, lists, realm
936. eardrum, jog, rebellious
937. entangle, aborigines, grim
938. dentine, achieve, flamingo
939. despoil, acute, eradicable
940. despot, account, equipoise
941. diathermy, desideratum, en
942. distaste, despondency, era
943. distemper, digest, drachma
944. distend, discouragement, draft
945. distill, lightly, cynicism
946. dogmatism, liability, czar
947. dogwood, lese, majesty, cub
948. Cupid, lissome, bushmaster
949. dovecote, rim, bushwhacker
950. dowager, roofing, blandish
951. jimmy, demurage, overrule
952. jingle, denture, outflank
953. jumper, divulge, ornament
954. laminate, disrupt, oriole
955. lampoon, jingo, nuisance
956. knowhow, laureate, nugget
957. lattice, linseywoolsey, mi
958. leucocyte, lisp, nursery
959. listless, rambler, nozzle
960. litany, quartz, nocturnal
961. literacy, ratty, mnemonic
962. literal, ram, missilery
963. loganberry, woodwind, mod
964. macabre, wig, miniatuize
965. manage, winding, lustrous
966. maneuver, wan, lugubrious
967. kilaliter, alliterate, ti
968. kilowatt, antipathy, luff
969. kilt, amazement, liturgy
970. kilter, airborne, lingual
971. kimono, denature, limbo
972. labiate, dovetail, joiner
973. landlubber, edible, joust
974. laurel, effeminate, Jason
975. lava, jinni, irresponsible
976. lavalier, jalopy, isotope
977. leeway, jest, isolation
978. lexicon, interstate, Isis
979. liable, reckless, intrude
980. Lilliputian, reactor, sol
981. lilt, receipt, intuition
982. rubber, razor, invertebrate
983. machination, watermark, do
984. majordomo, wattage, inter
985. manifest, whiting, intern
986. irrelevant, vary, humdrum
987. dissect, ladyship, rebound
988. dissemble, leatherneck, fa
989. diagonal, rabbi, rearmost
990. docket, racket, rationale
991. doctorate, railery, rasp
992. doctrinaire, rally, ratic
993. dray, unicorn, quintuple
994. dread, xylem, querulous
995. dreadful, wrapping, quill
996. dreadnaught, unusual, pun
997. irksome, affair, pulmator
998. jack, abroad, pulchritude
999. jackel, advise, puncheon
1000. jackdaw, aeroplane, pulp
ENRICH YOUR WORD POWER

1001. magnetite, reply, excerpt
1002. magneto, reconnaissance, He
1003. magnificense, redress, err
1004. magnifico, raze, expedient
1005. mammon, virginity, exploit
1006. mammoth, wardroom, ethical
1007. manacle, wasteful, drama
1008. marathon, unholy, dramatic
1009. jumbo, Amen-Ra, dormitory
1010. khan, amoeba, domesticity
1011. kibbutz, Apocrypha, eeevel
1012. kibitzer, amendment, codex
1013. kibosh, defray, coeducation
1014. lament, dele, coincidence
1015. lather, edifice, bumptious
1016. latitude, elf, bounteous
1017. leathery, ironclad, bovine
1018. letterhead, jaguar, bounty
1019. list, Jesuit, asymmetry
1020. lodger, jigger, astronomy
1021. lodging, recite, astronaut
1022. lyricist, reconnoiter, opt
1023. mandible, redskin, ascribe
1024. mandolin, reciprocate, ark
1025. mandrake, virginal, zenith
1026. mandril, wardship, zither
1027. knotty, wasteland, Zionism
1028. marinate, weedy, wrongful
1029. reckon, antibiotic, yacht
1030. referendum, amok, yardarm
1031. relay, apogee, whiplash
1032. replica, androgen, wayward
1033. responsive, deft, weanling
1034. revivalist, despond, wharf
1035. revoke, edify, warrantor
1036. rile, elicit, waif, vulgar
1037. rill, jumpy, vulgar
1038. rusk, jocular, vulnerable
1039. judicature, arthritis, hue
1040. knight-errant, abridge, hag
1041. knightly, ambassador, husk
1042. laggard, allied, homonym
1043. league, documentary, graze
1044. leprocy, dejected, grenade
1045. lesion, edict, gregarious
1046. linotype, effectual, grim
1047. linseed, irk, fusilade
1048. lint, jaialai, fraudulent
1049. involute, jester, frugal
1050. luxuriate, jiggle, format
1051. reliquary, Apollo, stupefy
1101. wander, umbel, domesticate
1102. whorl, veiled, domineering
1103. woodsy, unawares, costumer
1104. yore, untoward, countenance
1105. upbraid, archaic, cotillion
1106. warder, appliance, coquette
1107. vagary, antarctic, cormorant
1108. vagabond, arcane, buttress
1109. vehement, duckbill, bushing
1110. veil, disgorge, brotherhood
1111. vetch, drupe, blameworthy
1112. veterinarian, effective, ye
1113. veto, lamblack, aristocrat
1114. viscount, leeward, Argonaut
1115. rural, apparent, jardiniere
1116. ruse, applicable, jamboree
1117. salamander, array, jeremiad
1118. sanguineous, apparatus, jar
1119. sardonic, dissidence, jaunt
1120. sari, disfigure, jasper
1121. sconce, display, indigenes
1122. scapula, duchess, indolence
1123. scapular, kid, indoctrinate
1124. scourge, kale, industrial
1125. seismic, judiciary, indorse
1126. seismograph, lyricism, hoax
1127. seismology, refine, honeyed
1128. seize, refractory, homicide
1129. sensuous, reimburse, homage
1130. qualm, referee, histrionics
1131. shebang, ultraviolet, graft
1132. rakish, veteran, gradation
1133. sibyl, unaware, goalkeeper
1134. simulcast, violoncello, gar
1135. uncouple, apparition, glare
1136. unicum, antipasto, goblin
1137. unicameral, arabesque, feud
1138. unwary, apparel, fetishism
1139. unveil, dreary, fingerprint
1140. utter, disgrace, financier
1141. vassal, dose, firmament
1142. vesicle, emporium, Etruscan
1143. vertigo, log, euphonious
1144. vertiginous, infirmary, eta
1145. virile, keratin, etiquette
1146. vortex, lyric, excruciating
1147. voracious, scarcity, excess
1148. vodka, saturate, dromedary
1149. wangle, pseudonym, doxology
1150. wane, prose, dramaturgy

1151. Wedgwood, edgy, quadruped
1152. wedlock, eaglet, putter
1153. weep, know-how, providence
1154. whoop, manifestation, prop
1155. whopper, magnetize, promote
1156. winery, love seat, offering
1157. Winesap, reckoning, offhand
1158. woodbine, scant, officiate
1159. woodchuck, roughshod, Norse
1160. woodcock, repine, normalize
1161. Wright, uncounted, noneuch
1162. wrinkle, undercurrent, neon
1163. yoke, unequivocal, Morpheus
1164. yokel, untruth, manasticism
1165. viscous, kerchief, aromatic
1166. waddle, jiffy, amadillo
1167. wade, release, appointment
1168. wardrobe, scenery, appraise
1169. ware, renunciation, aquatic
1170. warfare, relativity, apathy
1171. warhead, umber, warmonger
1172. Whig, vehicle, wainwright
1173. wield, unbalanced, vulpine
1174. wiener, uncompromising, wag
1175. vine, appeal, vulgarize
1176. volatilize, applicant, waft
1177. vim, aqualine, visitation
1178. vindicate, arcade, vitality
1179. vindictive, duckling, vista
1180. voile, egoism, unmentioned
1181. wastrel, edging, umbilicus
1182. wheat, earl, umbrage, toxic
1183. windjammer, maneuver, udder
1184. windlass, manicure, twinkie
1185. wolfman, kernel, tremendous
1186. wolverine, lira, tributary
1187. wrapper, seance, transitory
1188. wrath, secede, transaction
1189. wreak, roughneck, surrogate
1190. wreath, replenish, superior
1191. yen, unconstitutional, Styx
1192. yeoman, undercoat, sturgeon
1193. wolves, unbecoming, stratus
1194. zoophyte, unconcerned, wake
1195. virago, archangel, republic
1196. voluptuary, antimony, resin
1197. voluptuous, aqueous, repute
1198. wampum, alleviate, rescind
1199. walrus, earmark, resilient
1200. wand, ego, questionable
Prompter list

1. abode, abolish, wrest
2. addressee, abrupt, viscid
3. abominable, accessory, yap
4. accouter, addle, monarchy
5. accretion, diminuendo, yak
6. adduce, easterly, vital
7. affable, disciple, toll
8. allocate, discourse, retch
9. alliteration, levee, pithy
10. airdrome, liaison, homily
11. aesthetic, leprechaun, hop
12. adenoid, lettered, bizarre
13. aboriginal, rollick, chasm
14. accouterments, rook, chute
15. accredit, reveille, tote
16. allot, revile, touchstone
17. amenity, Virgo, succulent
18. Airedale, Vishnu, siphon
19. amber, liter, guillotine
20. ambidextrous, luxuriant, id
21. amiable, maiden, ballerina
22. anarchism, routine, embark
23. anarchist, rubbish, former
24. anathema, Sanskrit, formless
25. anathema, rupture, limpid
26. animate, wanderlust, lobe
27. antagonist, xylophone, lop
28. ants, ursine, lob, lordly
29. antebellum, Yom Kippur, log
30. arcanum, abolition, putrid
31. arbutus, acetone, quadrant
32. arteriosclerosis, actuate, Lee
33. artery, additive, quadrature
34. assimilate, doctrine, serge
35. assistant, egocentric, visa
36. accordion, dorsal, whirlwind
37. attire, duchy, whirlwind
38. avocation, lofty, tolerable
39. avoirdupois, lilac, timpani
40. avow, lintel, symmetry
41. baffle, lodge, syllabicate
42. bagatelle, revive, sybarite
43. banner, sable, rotisseurie
44. bantam, revise, rotunda
45. bassinet, waterlogged, mid
46. basso, Zealous, midships
47. bassoon, weatherglass, mill
48. bast, woodcut, ministration
49. bast, lamentable, hospice
50. dregs, rubberize, heckle
51. ductile, roulette, helical
52. dross, rubberize, heckle
53. efface, veiled, haunting
54. efficacious, vanity, grace
PROMPTER LIST

2211 101. entangle, aborigines, grim
2212 102. dentine, achieve, flamingo
2213 103. despoil, acute, eradicate
2214 104. despot, account, equipoise
2215 105. diathermy, desideratum, en
2221 106. distaste, despondency, era
2222 107. distemper, digest, drachma
2223 108. distend, discourage, draft
2224 109. distill, lightly, cynicism
2225 110. dogmatism, liability, czar
2226 111. dogwood, lese majesty, cub
2227 112. Cupid, lissome, bushmaster
2228 113. dovecote, rim, bushwhacker
2229 114. dowager, roofing, blanish
2230 115. dowel, rococo, biennial
2231 116. drift, rouse, bigot, bier
2232 117. duke, wingspread, asbestos
2233 118. dulcet, upend, ascension
2234 119. dulcimer, wolfhound, athen
2235 120. dullard, whence, asphyxiate
2236 121. demitassee, accountant, ark
2237 122. demobilize, adjudge, argot
2238 123. derivation, actualize, zoo
2239 124. drastic, aesthetic, gillion
2239 125. devoid, deformity, Yahweh
2240 126. devote, delectation, wrath
2241 127. devotee, demise, worship
2242 128. digit, dubious, wizardry
2243 129. digitalis, lovesick, Vying
2244 130. disciplinarian, lozenge, re
2245 131. claim, luxurious, visor
2246 132. disclose, lathe, visitant
2247 133. displacement, ramekin, vie
2248 134. disport, rangy, uttermost
2249 135. divot, rangy, vainglory
2250 136. dory, razz, valet
2251 137. dossier, uncouth, validate
2252 138. draper, vise, uproarious
2253 139. draught, unerring, upsilon
2254 140. drastic, untutored, undue
2255 141. demote, accrue, turbulent
2256 142. empress, alma-mater, tunic
2257 143. descry, actually, truculent
2258 144. desecrate, aerosol, suture
2259 145. desegregate, demure, survey
2260 146. diagnosis, dentition, stun
2261 147. dilute, derivative, stride
2262 148. dimension, enmesh, realism
2263 149. discourteous, lists, realm
2264 150. eardrum, jog, rebellious
2431 151. dissect, ladyship, rebound
2432 152. dissemble, leatherneck, fa
2433 153. diagonal, rabbi, rearmost
2434 154. docket, racket, rationale
2435 155. doctorate, raillery, rasp
2436 156. doctrinaire, rally, ratio
2437 157. dray, unicorn, quintuple
2438 158. dread, xylem, querulous
2439 159. dreadful, wrapping, quill
2440 160. dreadsnaught, unusual, pun
2441 161. irksome, affair, pulmotor
2442 162. jack, abroad, pulchritude
2443 163. jackal, advise, puncheon
2444 164. jackdaw, aeroplane, pulp
2445 165. Jimmy, demurage, overrule
2446 166. jingle, denture, outflank
2447 167. jumper, divulge, ornament
2448 168. laminate, disrupt, oriole
2449 169. lampoon, jingo, nuisance
2450 170. knowhow, laureate, nugget
2451 171. lattice, linseywoolsey, mi
2452 172. leucocyte, lisp, nursery
2453 173. listless, rambler, nozzle
2454 174. litany, quartz, nocturnal
2455 175. literacy, ratty, mnemonic
2456 176. literal, ram, missilery
2457 177. loganberry, woodwind, mod
2458 178. Macabre, wig, miniaturize
2459 179. mange, winding, lustrous
2460 180. maneuver, wan, lugubrious
2461 181. kiloliter, alliterate, ti
2462 182. kilowatt, antipathy, luff
2463 183. kilt, amazement, liturgy
2464 184. kilter, airborne, lingual
2465 185. kimono, denature, limbo
2466 186. labiate, dovetail, joiner
2467 187. landlubber, edible, joust
2468 188. laurel, effeminate, Jason
2469 189. lava, jinni, irresponsible
2470 190. lavalier, jalopy, isotope
2471 191. leeway, jest, isolation
2472 192. lexicon, interstate, Isis
2473 193. liable, reckless, isolation
2474 194. Liliputian, reactor, sol
2475 195. lilt, receipt, intuition
2476 196. lubber, razor, inveterate
2477 197. machination, watermark, do
2478 198. majordomo, wattage, inter
2479 199. manifest, whiting, intern
2480 200. irrelevant, vary, humdrum
PROMPTER LIST

3311 201. judicature, arthritis, hue
3312 202. Knight-errant, abridge, hag
3313 203. knightly, ambassador, husk
3314 204. laggard, allied, homonym
3321 205. league, documentary, graze
3322 206. leprocy, dejected, grenade
3323 207. lesion, edict, gregarious
3324 208. linotype, effectual, grim
3331 209. linseed, irk, fusilage
3332 210. lint, jaialai, fraudulent
3333 211. involute, jester, frugal
3334 212. luxuriate, jiggle, format
3341 213. magnetite, reply, excerpt
3342 214. magneto, reconnaissance, He
3343 215. magnificence, redress, err
3344 216. magnifico, raze, expedient
3351 217. mammon, virginity, exploit
3352 218. mammoth, wardroom, ethical
3353 219. manacle, wasteful, drama
3354 220. marathon, unholy, dramatic
3411 221. jumbo, Amen-Ra, dormitory
3412 222. khan, amoeba, domesticity
3413 223. kibbutz, Apocrypha, coeval
3414 224. kibitzer, amendment, codex
3421 225. kibosh, defray, coeducation
3422 226. lament, dele, coincidence
3423 227. lather, edifice, tumblous
3424 228. latitude, elf, bounteous
3431 229. leathery, ironclad, bovine
3432 230. letterhead, jaguar, bounty
3433 231. list, Jesuit, asymmetry
3434 232. lodger, jigger, astronomy
3441 233. lodging, recite, astronaut
3442 234. lyricist, reconnoiter, apt
3443 235. mandible, redskin, ascribe
3444 236. mandolin, reciprocate, ark
3451 237. mandrake, virginal, zenith
3452 238. mandrill, wardship, sither
3453 239. knotty, wasteland, Zionism
3454 240. marinate, weedy, wrongfull
4111 241. reckon, antibiotic, yacht
4112 242. referendum, amok, yardarm
4113 243. relay, apogee, whipoorwill
4114 244. replica, androgen, wayward
4121 245. responsive, deft, weanling
4122 246. revivalist, despond, wharf
4123 247. revoke, edify, warrantor
4124 248. rile, elicit, waif, vulgar
4131 249. rill, jumpy, vulgarian
4132 250. rusk, jocular, vulnerable
4133 251. route, jet, vivacious
4134 252. rove, jig, vitiate, vivify
4141 253. rusk, rime, utterance
4142 254. russet, reproach, Valhalla
4143 255. sartorial, resolve, ulster
4144 256. sash, reciprocity, twister
4151 257. sashay, virtu, tympanum
4152 258. scarab, vise, tumbledown
4153 259. scow, villainous, trolley
4154 260. scowl, waltz, sustenance
4155 261. refrain, archaeology, sty
4156 262. relinquish, amnesty, stunt
4157 263. reliquary, Apollo, stupefy
4158 264. relish, andante, stunning
4159 265. repiral, den, retaliate
4160 266. rhapsody, diatonic, retard
4161 267. rhea, edit, resurrection
4162 268. rheostat, empress, retina
4163 269. rhesus, junction, quaver
4164 270. reprimand, jocund, queasy
4165 271. rook, judicatory, quibble
4166 272. rookery, jabber, quatrain
4167 273. rookie, salary, pulmonary
4168 274. rubble, restrict, pulsar
4169 275. sabot, revenge, pulverize
4170 276. sabotage, relax, pugilism
4171 277. strap, UNICEF, neophyte
4172 278. shad, veterinary, Neptune
4173 279. ranger, unseemly, network
4174 279. scruffy, violist, nestling
4175 280. reign, attribute, nautilus
4176 281. rein, amnesia, numerator
4177 282. resolution, arrant, muck
4178 283. reveille, apotheosis, muffle
4179 284. revel, dialect, martician
4180 285. revel, dialect, martician
4181 286. sagaciously, dioxide, morgue
4182 287. sage, electron, mortuary
4183 288. Sagittarius, empower, moss
4184 289. sahib, loving cup, moniker
4185 290. sanitize, kaiser, monetary
4186 291. sanity, judicial, legation
4187 292. sans, jumble, legionnaire
4188 293. scallion, scarce, lavender
4189 294. scorbutic, rip cord, largo
4190 295. scorch, repaid, lascivious
4191 296. senna, recital, kinder
4192 297. shun, unwary, kindergarten
4193 298. shunt, unity, kitchenware
4194 299. simian, unseat, journalese
4195 300. simile, V.I.P., jeopardize
PROMPTER LIST

rural, apparent, jardiniere
ruse, applicable, jamboree
salamander, array, jeremiad
sarcophagus, apparatus, jar
sardonic, dissidence, jaunt
sarpi, disfigure, jasper
scapular, kid, indoctrinate
scourge, kale, industrial
seismic, judiciary, indorse
seismograph, lyricism, hoax
seize, refractory, homicide
sensuous, reimburse, homage
shebang, ultraviolet, gar
uncouple, apparition, glair
unwary, apparel, fetishism
unveil, dreary, fingerprint
utter, disgrace, financier
vassal, dose, firmament
vesicle, emporium, Etruscan
vertigo, log, euphonious
vertiginous, infirmary, eta
vortex, lyric, excruciating
voracious, scarcity, excess
voodoo, saturate, dromedary
wangle, pseudonym, doxology
wane, prose, dramaturgy
wander, umbel, domesticate
whorl, veiled, dominoering
woody, unawares, costumer
yore, untoward, countenance
upbraid, archaic, cotillion
warder, appliance, coquette
vagary, antartic, cormorant
vagabond, arcane, buttress
vehement, duckbill, bushing
veil, disgorge, brotherhood
vetch, drape, blameworthy
veterinar, effective, ye
veto, lampblack, aristocrat
viscount, leeward, Argonaut
viscous, kerchief, aromatic
waddle, jiffy, armadillo
wade, release, appointment
wardrobe, scenery, appraise
ware, renunciation, aquatic
warfare, relativity, apathy
warhead, ember, warmonger
whig, vehicle, wainwright
wield, unbalanced, vulpine
wiener, uncompromising, wag
wine, appeal, vulgarize
volt, gay, applicant, waft
vim, aqualine, visitation
vindicate, arcade, vitality
vindictive, duckling, vista
voile, egoism, unmentioned
wastre, edging, umbilicus
wheat, earl, umbrage, toxic
wolfram, kernel, tremendous
wolferine, lira, tributary
wrapper, seance, transitory
wraith, secede, transaction
wreak, roughneck, surrogate
wreathe, replenish, superior
yen, unconstitutional, Styx
yeoman, undercoat, sturgeon
wolves, unbecoming, stratus
zoophyte, unconcerned, wake
virago, archangel, republic
voluptuary, antimony, resin
voluptious, aqueous, repute
wampum, alleviate, rescind
walrus, earmark, resilient
wand, ego, questionable
Winesap, reckoning, offhand
woodbine, secant, officiate
woodchuck, repine, normalize
wright, uncounted, nonesuch
wrinkle, undercurrent, neon
yoke, unequivocal, Morpheus
yokel, untruth, monasticism
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rural, apparent, jardiniere
ruse, applicable, jamboree
salamander, array, jeremid
scapula, duchess, inductee
sarcophogus, apparatus, jar
seismic, judiciary, indorse
seismograph, lyricism, hoax
sardonic, dissidence, jaunt
sari, disfigure, jasper
sarong, display, indigenous
scapular, kid, indoctrinate
scourge, kale, industrial
seismology, refine, honeyed
sensuous, reimburse, homage
qualm, referee, histrionics
shebang, ultraviolet, graft
sibyl, unaware, goalkeeper
simulcast, violoncello, gar
uncouple, apparition, glair
unicorn, antipasto, goblin
unwary, apparel, fetishism
unveil, dreary, fingerprint
utter, disgrace, financier
vassal, dose, firmament
vesicle, emporium, Etruscan
vertigo, log, euphonious
vertiginous, inflammary, eta
virile, keratin, etiquette
vortex, lyric, excruciating
voracious, scarcity, excess
wane, prose, dramanurgy
wander, umbel, domesticate
whorl, veiled, domineering
woods, unwares, costumer
yore, untoward, countenance
upbraid, archaic, cotillion
warder, appliance, coquette
vagary, antartic, cormorant
vagabond, arcane, buttress
vehement, duckbill, bushing
veil, disgorge, brotherhood
vetch, drupe, blameworthy
veternarian, effective, ye
vet, lampblack, aristocrat
viscount, leeward, Argonaut
viscous, kerchief, aromatic
waddle, jiffy, armadillo
wade, release, appointment
wardrobe, scenery, appraise
ware, renunciation, aquatic
warfare, relativity, apathy
warhead, umber, warmonger
Whig, vehicle, wainwright
wield, unbalanced, vulpine
wiener, uncompromising, wag
vine, appeal, vulgarize
volutize, applicant, waft
vim, aquiline, visitation
vindicate, arcade, vitality
wraith, seduce, transaction
wreak, roughneck, surrogate
wreath, replenish, superior
yen, unconstitutional, Styx
yeoman, undercoat, sturgeon
wolves, unbecoming, stratus
zoophyte, unconcerned, wake
virago, archangel, republic
voluptious, aqueous, repute
wampum, alleviate, rescind
walrus, earmark, resilient
wand, ego, questionable
Wedgwood, edgy, quadruped
wedlock, eaglet, putter
wee, know-how, providence
whoop, manifestation, prop
whopper, magnetize, promote
winerary, love seat, offering
Winesap, reckoning, offhand
woodbine, secant, officiate
woodchuck, rougheshod, Norse
woodcock, repine, normalize
wright, uncounted, nonesuch
wrinkle, undercurrent, neon
yoke, unequivocal, Morpheus
yokel, untruth, monasticism